
REVERSIBLE PROCESSES AND
THE MAXIMUM WORK THEOREM

4.I POSSIBLE AND IMPOSSIBLE PROCESSES

An engineer may confront the problem of designing a device to accom-
plish some specified task-perhaps to lift an elevator to the upper floors
of a tall building. Accordingly the engineer contrives a linkage oi"engine"
that conditionally permits transfer of energy from a furnace to the
elevator; if heat flows from the furnace then, by virtue of the interconnec-
tion of various pistons, levers, and cams, the elevator is required to rise.
But "nature" (i.e., the laws of physics) exercises the crucial decision-will
the proposition be accepted or will the device sit dormant and inactive.
with no heat leaving the furnace and no rise in height of the elevator? The
outcome is conditioned by two criteria. First, the engine must obey the
laws of mechanics (including, of course, the conservation of energy).
Second, the process must maximally increase the entropy.
- - Patent registration offices are replete with failed inventions of impecca-
ble conditional logic (if I occurs then B must occur)-ingenious devices
that conform to all the laws of mechanics but that nevertheless sit
stubbornly inert, in mute refusal to decrease the entropy. others operate,
but with unintended results, increasing the entropy more effectively than
envisaged by the inventor.

If, however, the net changes to be effected correspond to a maximal
permissible increase in the total entropy, with no change in total energy,
then no fundamental law precludes the existence of an appropriiie
process.,It may require considerable ingenuity to devise the appropriate
engine, but such an engine can be assumed to be permissible in principle.

Example 1
A particular system is constrained to constant mole number and volume, so that
no work can be done on or by the system. Furthermore, the heat capacity of the
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92 Reuersible Processes and the Maximum Work Theorem

system is C, a constant. The fundamental equation of the system, for constant
volume, is S : So + Cln(U/U), so U : CT.

Two such systems, with equal heat capacities, have initial temperatures T,o
and T2s, with to < 4o. An engine is to be designed to lift an elevator (i.e., to
deliver work to a purely mechanical system), drawing energy from the two
thermodynamic systems. What is the maximum work that can be so delivered?

Solution
The two thermal systems will be left at some common temperature Tr.The change
in energy of the two thermal systems accordingly will be

L U : 2 C T T _ C ( T ' O + T ' O )

to the mechanical system (the "elevator") will be W :

W : C ( T r o + T 2 o - 2 : r )

The change in total entropy will occur entirely in the two thermal systems, for
which

and the work delivered
- AU, or

As: c nfi+ T, T,
Cln; - :2Cln-#

t2o ,,lTrrTro

To maximize lV we clearly wish to minimize Tr Gf. the second equation
preceding), and by the third equation this dictatei that we minimize AS. The
minimum possible AS is zero, corresponding to a reversible process. Hence the
optimum engine will be one for which

T1: ,fTroT2s
and

w:c(Tro*Tzo-z ,p r ; r^ )
As a postscript, we note that the assumption that the two thermal systems are

left at a common temperature is not necessary; W can be minimized with respect
to Tv and T, separately, with the same result. The simplifying assumption of a
common temperature follows from a self-consistent argument, for if the final
temperature were different we could obtain additional work by the method
described.

Example 2
An interesting variant of Example 1 is one in which three bodies (each of the type
described in Example 1, with U : CT) have initial temperatures of 300 K, 350 K,
and 400 K, respectively. It is desired to raise one body to as high a temperature as
possible, independent of the final temperatures of the other two (and without
changing the state of any external system). what is the maximum achievable
temperature of the single body?

Solution
Designate the three initial temperatures, measured in units of 100 K, as Ty T:2,
and Z3 (Tr: 3, T2:3.5, and Tr: 4). Sirnilarly, designate the high temperature
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Th + 27,:  Tr + Tz + T3: 10.5
The total entropy change is

l r 2 r \A.s : c tnl;Ehl
\  

' - ' l

and the requirement that this be positive implies

TlTo> TrTzT3 G 42)
Eliminating T" by the energy conservation condition

(s zt - ! \ ' r^, n
\  z l

A plot of the left-hand side of this equation is shown. The plot is restricted to
values of To between 0 and 10.5, the latter bound following from the energy
conservation condition and the requirement that T" be positive. The plot ind-i
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cates that the maximum value of Tr, for which the ordinate is greater than 42, is

Tn: 4.095 (or Tr:409.5 K)

and furthermore that this value satisfies the equality, and therefore corresponds to
a reversible process.

Another solution to this problem will be developed in problem 4.6-2.

PROBLEMS

4.1-1. one mole of a monatomic ideal gas and one mole of an ideal van der
waals fluid (section 3.5) with c : 312 are contained separately in vessels of fixed
volumes u1 and u2. The temperature of the ideal gas is T, and that of the van der
waals fluid is ?i. It is desired to bring the ideal gas to remperature 12,
maintaining the total energy constant. what is the final temperature of the van
der waals fluid? what restrictions apply among the parameters (71,if:2, a, b, u r, u2)
if it is to be possible to design an engine to accomplish this temperature inveision
(assuming, as always, that no external system is to be altered in the process)?
4.1-2. A rubber band (section 3.7) is initially at remperature T" and length zr.
one mole of a monatomic ideal gas is initially at temperature To and volume zo.
The ideal gas, maintained at constant volume vo, is to be heated to a nnal
temperature Tl. The energy required is to be supplied entirely by the rubber
band. Need the length of the rubber band be changed, and, if so, by what
amount?

Answer:
l f .  l = L a _ L o ,

t2-(t,)2>2b-tcLo(L,- L.lr"(r- 
eT) 

* r^r-, (L,- Li h Q,6t 16)

4.1-3. Suppose the two systems in Example 1 were to have heat capacities of the
form C(7) : DT", with n > 0:
a) Show that for such systems (J : (Jo + DTn+r/(n + l) and S : So * DT"/n.
What is the fundamental equation of such a system?
b) If the initial temperature of the two systems were ?ro and ?io what would be
the maximum delivered work (leaving the two systems at a common temperature)?

Answer:

n L  " t o t ' : ' ;w:; [ . ;*  rA- i \ i , * r ] ) ' l
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4.2 QUASI.STATIC AND REVERSIBLE PROCESSES

The central principle of entropy maximization spawns various theorems
of more specific content when specialized to particular classes of processes.
we shall turn our attention to such theorems after a preliminary refine-
ment of the descriptions of states and of processes.

To describe and characterize thermodynamic states, and then to de-
scribe possible processes, it is useful to define a thermodynamic configura-
tion space. The thermodynamic configuration space of a simple syitem is
an abstract space spanned by coordinate axes that correspond to the
entropy S and to the extensive parameters (J,V, Nr,. . . , N, oi the system.
The fundamental equation of the system S : S(U, V, N1,...,1f") dehnes a
surface in the thermodynamic configuration space, as indicated schemati-
cally in Fig. 4.1. It should be noted that the surface of Fig. 4.1 conforms
to the requirements that GS/.AQ .-. ., x.,,. . . (: I/\ 6e positive, and
that U be a single valned function of S,.. .) )(,; ... .

By definition, each point in the configriration space represents an
equilibrium state. Representation of a nonequilibrium state would require
a space of immensely greater dimension.

The fundamental equation of a composite system can be represented by
a surface in a thermodynamic configuration space with coordinate axes

FIGURE 4.1

The hyper-sur face S:  S(U, . . . ,X, , . . . )  in  the
simple system.

(

thermodynamic configuration space of a
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FIGURE 4.2

The hypersurface S : S(U(l), ..., Xj',
figuration space of a composite system.

corresponding to the extensive parameters of all of th\ubsystems. For a
composite system of two simple subsystems the coordinate axes can be
associateJ with the total entropy S and the extensive parameters of the
two subsystems. A more convenient choice is the total entropy S, the
extensive parameters of the first subsystem (ytt) y(r),7tllt), N;\, ...), and
the extensive parameters of the composite system (U,V, N1, N2,...). An
appropriate section of the thermodynamic configuration space of a com-
posite system is sketched inFig.4.2.

Consider an arbitrary curve drawn on the hypersurface of Fig. 4.3, from
an initial state to a terminal state. Such a curve is known as a quasi-static
Iocus or a quasi-static process. A quasi-static process is thus defined in
terms of a dense succession of equilibriun states. It is to be stressed that a
quasi-static process therefore is an idealized concept, quite distinct from a
real physical process, for a real process always involves nonequilibrium
intermediate states having no representation in the thermodynamic con-
figuration space. Furthermore, a quasi-static process, in contrast to a real
process, does not involve considerations of rates, velocities, or time. The
quasi-static process simply is an ordered succession of equilibrium states,
whereas a real process is a temporal succession of equilibrium and
n on e qui Ii br ium states.

Although no real process is identical to a quasi-static process, it is
possible to contrive real processes that have a close relationship to
quasi-static processes. In particular, it is possible to lead a system through
a succession of states that coincides at any desired number of points with

s = s(4(1L.', x$,)-u,-x,,-l
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FTGURE{I,
Representation of a quasi-static process in the thermodynamic configuration space.

a^given quasi-static locus. Thus consider a system originally in the state A
of Fig. 4.3, and consider the quasi-s
A,  8,C, . . , ,  H.  We remove a cons
proceed from A to B but not to poir
"disappears" from the point A an<
passed en route through nonrepreser
constraint is further refaxe-d, making the state c accessible, the system
disappears from ,B and subsequently reappears at c. Repetition of the
operation leads the system to states D,E,.-..,H. By such i succession of
real processes we construct a process that is an ipproximation to the
abstract quasi-static process shown in the figure. By- spacing the points
A,8,c,... arbitrarily closely along the quasi-static locus we ipproiimate
the quasi-static locus arbitrarily closely.
- The identification of - P dv as the mechanical work and of T ds as the
heat transfer is ualid only for quasi-static processes.

Consider a closed system that is to be led along the sequence of states
A,8,c,.. ., H approximating a quasi-static locus. The ryit.tn is induced
to go from A to B by the removal of some internal constiaint. The closed
system proceeds to ^B if.(and only if) the state B has maximum entropy
-aT9ng all newly accessible states. In particular the state B must have
higher entropy than the state A. Accordlndy, the physical process joining
states A and B in a-closed system has unique diieciionaliiy. It pioceedi
from the state A, of lower entropy, to the state B, of highei entropy, but
not inversely. Such processes are irreuersible.

\ \
Initial state A 

-\
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A quasi-static locus can be approximated by a real process in a closed
system only if the entropy is monotonically nondecreasing along the quasi-
static locus.

The limiting case of a quasi-static process in which the increase in the
entropy ,becomes uanishingly small is called a reuersible process (Fig. a.a).
For such a process the final entropy is equal to the initial entropy, and the
process can be traversed in either direction.

FIGURE 4 4

A reversible process, along a quasi-static isentropic locus.

PROBLEMS

4.2-1. Does every reversible process coincide with a quasi-static locus? Does every
quasi-static locus coincide with a reversible process? For any real process starting
in a state A and terminating in a state 11, does there exist some quasi-static locus
with the same two terminal states I and H? Does there exist some reversible
process with the same two terminal states?

4.2-2. Consider a monatomic ideal gas in a cylinder fitted with a piston. The walls
of the cylinder and the piston are adiabatic. The system is initially in equilibrium,
but the external pressure is slowly decreased. The energy change of the gas in the
resultant expansion dV is dU : - P dV. Show, from equation 3.34, that dS : 0,
so that the quasi-static adiabatic expansion is isentropic and reversible.

plane
- s o
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4.2-3. A monatomic ideal gas is permitted to expand by a free expansion from v
to V + dV (recall Problem 3.4-8). Show that

NRd s : i d v

In a series of such infinitesimal free expansions, leading from v, to zr, show that

^s: NR ^(#,)
whether this atypical (and infamous) "continuous free expansion', process

should be considered as quasi-static is a delicate point. On the positive side is the
observation that the terminal states of the infinitesimal expansibns can be spaced
as closely as one wishes along the locus. On the negativi side is the realization
that the system necessarily passes through nonequilibrium states during each
expansion; the irreversibility of the microexpansions is essential and irreducible.
The fact that ds > 0 whereas de:0 is inconsistent with the presumptive
applicability of the relation de: Tds to all quasi-static proces""i.we irfun"
(by somewhat circular logic!) the continuous free expansion process as biing
"essentially irreversible" and non-quasi-static.
4.2'4. ln the temperature range of interest a system obeys the equations

T: Au2/s p : -2Au ln(s/so)
where I is a positive constant. The system undergoes a free expansion from uo to
% (witn or.> uo|.Find the final temperature ! in terms of theinitial temperaiure
Ts, us, and u1. Find the increase in molar entropy.

4-3 RELAXATION TIMES AND IRREVERSIBILITY

. con-sider a system that is to be led along the quasi-static locus of Fig.
4.3. The constraints are to be removed step by-step, the system beinlg
permitted at each step to come to a new equilibrium state iying on thE
locus. After each slight relaxation of a constraint we must wait until the
system fully achieves equilibrium, then we proceed with the next slight
relaxation of the constraint and we wait again, and so forth. Although t:his
is the theoretically prescribed procedure, the practical realization of the
process seldom follows this prescription. In piactice the constraints usu-
ally are.relaxed continuously, at some ..sufficiently slow" rate.

The rate at which constraints can be relaxed as i system approximates a
quasi-static locus is characterized by the relaxationii*e , oi tt. system.
For a given system, with a given relaxation time r, processes that occur in
times short compared to r are not quasi-static, whereas processes that
occur in-timesfong compared to r can be approximately quasi-static.

physical considerations that determini the relaxation time can be
illustrated by the adiabatic expansion of a gas (recall problem 4.2-2).lt
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the piston is permitted to move outward only extremely slowly the process
is quasi-static (and reversible). If, however, the external pressure is de-
creased rapidly the resulting rapid motion of the piston is accompanied by
turbulence and inhomogeneous flow within the cylinder (and by an
entropy increase that "drives" these processes). The process is then neither
quasi-static nor reversible. To estimate the relaxation time we first recog-
nize that a slight outward motion of the piston reduces the density of the
gas immediately adjacent to the piston. If the expansion is to be reversible
this local "rarefaction" in the gas must be homogenized by hydrodynamic
flow processes before the piston again moves appreciably. The rarefaction
itself propagates through the gas with the velocity of sound, reflects from
the walls of the cylinder, and gradually dissipates. The mechanism of
dissipation involves both diffusive reflection from the walls and viscous
damping within the gas. The simplest case would perhaps be that in which
the cylinder walls are so rough that a single reflection would effectively
dissipate the rarefaction pulse-admittedly not the common situation, but
sufficient for our purely illustrative purposes. Then the relaxation time
would be on the order of the time required for the rarefaction to
propagate across the system, or r = Vi /r, where the cube root of the
volume is taken as a measure of the 'olength" of the system and c is
the velocity of sound in the gas. If the adiabatic expansion of the gas in
the cylinder is performed in times much longer than this relaxation time
the expansion occurs reversibly and isentropically. If the expansion is
performed in times comparable to or shorter than the relaxation time
there is an irreversible increase in entropy within the system and the
expansion, though adiabatic, is not isentropic.

PROBLEMS

4.3-1. A cylinder of length L arrd cross-sectional area I is divided into two
equal-volume chambers by a piston, held at the midpoint of the cytnder by a
setscrew. one chamber of the cylinder contains N moles of a monatomic ideal gas
at temperature ?i. This same chamber contains a spring connected to the piston
and to the end-wall of the cylinder; the unstretched length of the spring is L/2,
so that it exerts no force on the piston when the piston is at its initial midpoint
position. The force constant of the spring is Kron,r. The other chamber of the
cylinder is evacuated. The setscrew is suddenly removed. Find the volume and
temperature of the gas when equilibrium is achieved. Assume the walls and the
piston to be adiabatic and the heat capacities of the spring, piston, and walls to be
negligible.

Discuss the nature of the processes that lead to the final equilibrium state. If
there were gas in each chamber of the cylinder the problem as stated would be
indeterminate! Why?
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4-4 HEAT FLOW: COUPLED SYSTEMS
AND REVERSAL OF PROCESSES

Perhaps the most characteristic of all thermodynamic processes is the
quasi-static transfer of heat between two systems, and it is instructive to
examine this process with some care.

In the simplest case we consider the transfer of heat de from one
system at temperature z to another at the same temperature. Such a
process is reversible, the increase in entropy of the recipient subsystem
d?/.r being exactly counterbalanced by th-e-decrease in entropv -"de/T
of the donor subsystem.

In contrast, suppose that the two subsystgms have different initial
temperatures 7ro u\d.Tro: ylh fr_o < Tro.Further, let the heat capacities
(at constant volume) be fr(r) ana crlr\. Then if a quantity othiat dg-,
is quasi-statically inserted into system 1 (at con.tarrii,"i".Jl the entropy
increase is

dsr : +: cr1)+ (4.1)

ard-similarly for subsystem 2. If such infinitesimal transfers of heat from
the hotter to the colder body continue until the two temperatures become
equal, then energy conservation requires

tu : [TcJrt) drt + [' 'cr1rr) dTr: gu rto u Tro

which determines Tr. The resultant change in entropy is

^':l:+dr,+ I:s'?*,
In the particular case_in which c, and C, are independent of z the

energy conservation condition gives

(4.2)

(4.3)

(4.4)

(4.s)

and the entropy increase is

A S :

It is left to Problem 4.4-3
intrinsically positive.

I  T , \  I  T , \c,rnf d ). ,t"lt)
to demonstrate that this expression for AS is
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Several aspects of the heat transfer process deserve reflection.
First, we note that the process, though quasi-static, is irreversible; it is

represented in thermodynamic configuration space by a quasi-static locus
of monotonically increasing S.

Second, the process can be associated with the spontaneous flow of heat
from a hot to a cold system providing (a) that the intermediate wall
through which the heat flow occurs is thin enough that its mass (and hence
its contribution to the thermodynamic properties of the system) is negligi-
ble, and (b) that the rate of heat flow is sufficiently slow (i.e., the thermal
resistivity of the wall is sufficiently high) that the temperature remains
spatially homogeneous within each subsystem.

Third, we note that the entropy of one of the subsystems is deueased,
whereas that of the other subsystem is increased. It is possible to decrease
the entropy of any particular system, prouiding that this decrease is linked to
an euen greater entropy increase in some other system. In this sense an
irreversible process within a given system can be (61sys15sd"-with 

the
hidden cost paid elsewhere.

PROBLEMS

4.4-1. F,ach of two bodies has a heat capacity given, in the temperature range of
interest, by

C : A + B T

where A :8 J/K and B :2 x 10-z J/Kz.If the two bodies are initially at
temperatures 7ro : 400 K and Tro: 200 K, and if they are brought into thermal
contact, what is the flnal temperature and what is the change in entropy?
4.4-2. Consider again the system of Problem 4.4-1. Let a third body be available,
with heat capacity

C s :  B T

and with an initial temperature of 40. Bodies I and 2 are separated, and body 3
is put into thermal contact with body 2. What must the initial temperature Zro be
in order thereby to restore body 2 to its initial state? By how much is the entropy
of body 2 decreased in this second process?

4.4-3. Prove that the entropy change in a heat flow process, as given in equation
4.5, is intrinsically positive.

4.4-4. Show that if two bodies have equal heat capacities, each of which is
constant (independent of temperature), the equilibrium temperature achieved by
direct thermal contact is the arithmetic average of the initial temperatures.
4.4-5. Over a fimited temperature range the heat capacity at constant volume of a
particular type of system is inversely proportional to the temperature.
a) What is the temperature dependence of the energy, at constant volume, for
this type of system?
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b) If two such systems, at initial temperatures rro and Tro, are put into thermal
contact what is the equilibrium temperature of the pair?
4.4-6. A series of if + I hrge vats of water have temperatures ?i, 7l1,T2,...,Z7,r
(with [ > T,-t)-A small body with heat capacity c (and with a constant
volume, independent of temperature) is initially in thermal equilibrium with the
vat of temperature zo. The body is removed from this vat and immersed in the vat
of temperature Tr. The process is repeated until, after N steps, the body is in
equilibrium with the vat of temperature zi,. The sequence is then reversed, until
the body is once again in the initial vat, al temperature ro. Assuming the ratio of
temperatures of successive vats to be a constant, or

T,/7,_r: (r*/r) '/*

and neglecting the (small) change in temperature of any vat, calculate the change
in total entropy as

N(xr /u  -  1 )  =  lnx  *  ( tnx )27Zt t  +  . . .

4.5 TI{E MAXIMUM WORK THEOREM

The propensity of physical systems
channeled to deliver useful work. All
the maximum work theorem.

to increase their entropy can be
such applications are governed by
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FIGURE 4.5

Maximum work process. The delivered work W**, is maximum and the delivered heat
O""s is minimum if the entire process is reversible (ASr*" = g;.

envisaged in the maximum work theorem are indicated schematically in
Fig.4.5.

The proof of the maximum work theorem is almost immediate. Con-

r The use of the term source migltt be construed as biasing the terminology in favor of extactioh ol
heat, as contrasted with injection; such a bias is not intended.

System

State A l.+ 51319 3

( -AU)= U*-UB

Reversible
heat source

Reversible
work source
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The absolute minimum of As61"1, for all possible processes, is attained
bylny reuersible process (for all of which AS,",, : 0).
__T9 1ggupitulate, energ) conseruation requires AU * lZnws * QnHs : 0.
With AU fixe4, p maximize Z**, is to minimize gn's. iiii X a-citded by
minimizing,Sffi (since s*", iniieases monotoniciiiy with positive heat
input Q*"r). 4t minimum Sfri!, therefore is achieued-by minimum LS6r^1,
or by LSror^: 0.

The foregoing "descriptive" proof can be cast into more formal lan-
guage, and this is particularly revealing in the case in which the initial and
final states of the subsystem are so close that all differences can be
expressed as differentials. Then energy conservation requires

d U + d Q R ' r * d Z * * 5 : 0

whereas the entropy maximum principle requires

It follows that

d s , o , : a s + * g q > o
. RHS

dw**s<rRHSd 's -du

The quantities on the right-hand side are all specified. In particul ar ds
and. du are the entropy and energy differences br the primary subsystem
in the specified flnal and initial states. The maximum work trinsfer
dw*w" corresponds to the equality sign in equation 4.8, and therefore in
equation 4.7 (dSr"r: 0).

It is useful to calculate the maximum derivered work which. from
equation 4.8 and from the identity dU : de + dW, becomes

dw**s(maximum) : (+)aO - au

: [ t  -  (r*r /r) ledO +e(w) (4.e)
That is, in an infinitesimal process, the maximum work that can be deliuered
to the reuersible work source is the sum of:

(a) the work (-dW) directly extracted from the subsystem,
(b) a fraction (1 - T*rr/D of the heat (- do diiectry extracted from

the subsystem.

The fraction (1 - T*n /T) of the extracted heat that can be ,.converted"
to work in an infinitesimal process is called the thermodynamic engine

(4.6)

(4.7)

(4.8)
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fficiency, and we shall return to a discussion of that quantity in Section
4.5. However, it generally is preferable to solue maximum work problems in
terms of an ouerall accounting of energt and entropy changes (rather than to
integrate over the thermodynamic engine efficiency).

Returning to the total (noninfinitesimal) process, the energy conserva-
tion condition becomes

A4uu.y.,"- * pnns * lll"*, : 0

whereas the reversibilitv condition is

(4.10)

As,or"r : As..rbry.," ^ * 
I dQ*rs/Tpns : 0

In order to evaluate the latter integral it is necessary to know the heat
capacity C*Hs(T) : dQxas/dT*", of the reversible heat sorirce. Given
C*"r(Z) the integral can be evaluated, and one can then also infer the net
heat transfer gnHs. Equation 4.10 in turn evaluates }I/**r. Equations 4.70
and 4.1I, eualuated as described, prouide the solution of all problems based
on the maximum work theorem.

The problem is further simplified if the reversible heat source is a
thermal reseruoir. A thermal reseruoir is defined as a reuersible heat source
that is so large that any heat transfer of interest does not alter the tempera-
ture of the thermal reseruoir. Equivalently, a thermal reservoir is a reversi-
ble heat source characterized by a fixed and definite temperature. For
such a system equation 4.11 reduces simply to

(4.11)

(4.13)

(4.72)

ul9 O*" (: 0*."s) can be eliminated between equations 4.10 and 4.12,
glvmg

AS,o,"r: ASsuusyste- * 
*: 

O

,Z**, : Ti"rAS."rsystem A4ubsystem

Finally, it should be recognized that the specified final state of the
subsystem may have a larger energy than the initial state. In that case the
theorem remains formally true but the "delivered work" may be negative.
This work which must be supplied to the subsystem will then be least (the
delivered work remains algebraically maximum) for a reversible process.

Example I
One mole of an ideal van der Waals fluid is to be taken by an unspecified process
from the state Zq, uo to the stale 7|1, ur. A second system is constrained to have a
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fixed volume and its initial temperature is Tro; its heat capacity is linear in the
temperature

Cr(T):  DT (D :  constant)

what is the maximum work that can be delivered to a reversible work source?

Solut ion
The solution parallels those of the problems in Section 4.1 despite the slightly
different formulations. The second system is a reversible heat source: for it the
dependence of energy on temperature is

Ur(r) : Irr!) dT : +Drz + constant

and the dependence of entropy on temperature is

sr(r) : I+'r: Dr+ constant
For the primary fluid system the dependence of energy and entropy on z and u

is given in equations 3.49 and 3.51 from which we find

A I  : c n ( r , - r ) - ! + L
% u o

As,: nn(!:!) * "^,"f-  
\ u o - b l  t o

The second system (the reversible heat source) changes temperature from zro to
some as yet unknown temperature T2s, so that

Luz: +D(r:t - rlo)
and

AS2:  D(Tu-  Tro)

The value of Tu is determined by the reversibility condition

A,sl + A^s2: Rrlr(T !)  * 
"^ n2 + D(r, ,-  z,^):  o

\ u o - a l  I o  \  L r  z v '

or

rzt: rzo- na-'h|/ =) -.^r-',, ' ]
\ r o - a l  r o

The conservation of energy then determines the work W^ delivered to the
reversible work source

whence 
W3 + AU2 + AUr : 0

f l r r lwt: -Lio(r+- r:,)l-l,ne,- r.) _ 
;. fr]

where we recall that ! is given, whereas T, hasbeen found.
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An equivalent problem, but with a somewhat simpler system (a mon-
atomic ideal gas and a thermal reservoir) is formulated in Problem 4.5-1.
In each of these problems we do not commit ourselves to any specific
process by which the result might be realized, but such a specific process is
developed in Problem 4.5-2 (which, with 4.5-"1., is strongly recommended
to the reader).

Example 2 lsotope Separation
In the separation of U23s and U238 to produce enriched fuels for atomic power
plants the naturally occurring uranium is reacted with fluorine to form uranium
hexafluoride (UF6). The uranium hexafluoride is a gas at room temperature and
atmospheric pressure. The naturally occurring mole fraction of U235 is 0.0072, or
0.72%.It is desired to process 10 moles of natural UFu to produce I mole of 2%
enriched material, leaving 9 moles of partially depleted material. The UQ gas can
be represented approximately as a polyatomic, multicomponent simple ideal gas
with c : 7 /2 (equation 3.40). Assuming the separation process to be carried out
at a temperature of 300 K and a pressure of I atm, and assuming the ambient
atmosphere (at 300 K) to act as a thermal reservoir, what is the minimum amount
of work required to carry out the enrichment process? Where does this work
(energy) ultimately reside?

Solution
The problem is an example of the maximum work theorem in which the minimum
work required corresponds to the maximum work "delivered." The initial state of
the system is 10 moles of natural UFu at f : 300 K and P : 1 atm. The final
state of the system is 1 mole of enriched gas and 9 moles of depleted gas at the
same temperature and pressure. The cold reservoir is also at the same tempera-
ture.

We find the changes of entropy and of energy of the system. From the
fundamental equation (3.40) we find the equations of state to be the familiar
forms

u : 7 /2NkT PZ == NRT

These enable us to write the entropy as a function of 7 and P.
2

- NR D x.,ln x,

This last term-the "entropy of mixing" as defined following equation 3./0-is
the significant term in the isotope separation process.

We first calculate the mole fraction of U235F. in the 9 moles of depleted
material; this is found to be 0.578%. Accordingly the change in entropy is

As:  -R[0.021n0.02 + 0.98In0.98]  -  9R[0.00578In0.00578
+0.994In0.9941 + 10R 10.0072In 0.0072 + 0.9928In 0.99281

: - 0.0081R - - 0.067JiK
The gas ejects heat.

s:  f  ' , ,0, . (1)"^"( ; )  - "  r ( ; )
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There is no change in the energy of the gas, and all the energy supplied as work
is transferred to the ambient atmosphere as heat. That work, or heat, is

- Tnws : Q,n: - TAS: 300 x 0.067 : 20 J

If there existed a semipermeable membrane, permeable to U23sF, but not to
ut"Fu, the separation could be accomplished simply. unfortunatlly no such
membrane exists. The methods employed in practice are all dynamic (non-quasi-
static) processes that exploit the small mass difference of the two isotopes-in
ultracentrifuges, in mass spectrometers, or in gaseous diffusion.

PROBLEMS

4.5-1. one mole of a monatomic ideal gas is contained in a cylinder of volume
l0-3 m3 at a temperature of 400 K. The gas is to be broughtio a final state of
volume 2 x 10-3 m3 and temperature 400 K. A thermal reservoir of temperature
300 K is available, as is a reversible work source. what is the maximum work that
can be delivered'to the reversible work source?

Answer:
Znws : 300 R ln 2

4.5-2 consider the following process for the system of problem 4.5-1. The ideal
gas is first expanded adiabatically (and isentropically) until its temperature falls
to 300 K; the gas does work on the reversible work source in this expansion. The
gas is then expanded while in thermal contact with the thermal reservoir. And
finally the gas is compressed adiabatically until its volume and temperature reach
the specified values (2 x tO-r m3 and 400 K).
a) Draw the three steps of this process on a ? - v diagram, grving the equation
of each curve and labelling the numerical coordinates of the vertices.
b) To what volume must the gas be expanded in the second step so that the
third (adiabatic) compression leads to the desired final state?
c) calculate the work and heat transfers in each step of the process and show
that the overall results are identical to those obtained by the general approach of
Example 1.

4.5-3. Describe how the gas of the preceding two problems could be brought to
the desired final state by a free expansion. What are the work and heat transfers
in this case? Are these results consistent with the maximum work theorem?
4.5-4. The gaseous system of Problem 4.5-1 is to be restored to its initial state.
Both states have temperature 400 K, and the energies of the two states are equal
(U : 600 R). Need any work be supplied, and if so, what is the minimum
supplied work? Note that the thermal reservoir of temperature 300 K remains
accessible.
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4.5-5. If the thermal reservoir of Problem 4.5-1 were to be replaced by a
reversible heat source having a heat capacity of the form

.  |  7 \c ( r ) : ( z + - J n

and an initial temperature of 7*"r.0: 300 K, again calculate the maximum
delivered work.

Before doingthe calculation, would you expect the delivered work to be greater,
equal to, or smaller than that calculated in Prob. 4.5-1? Why?
4.5-6. A system can be taken from state A to state B (where Sa : S,r) either (a)
directly along the adiabat s : constant, or (1) along the isochore AC and the
isobar cB. The difference in the work done by the system is the area enclosed
between the two paths in a P-V diagram. Does this contravene the statement that
the work delivered to a reversible work source is the same for every reversible
process? Explain!

4.5-7. consider the maximum work theorem in the case in which the specified
final state of the subsystem has lower energy than the initial state. Then the
essential logic of the theorem can be summarized as follows: "Extraction of heat
from the subsystem decreases its entropy. Consequently a portion of the extracted
heat must be sacrificed to a reversible heat source to effect a net increase in
entropy; otherwise the process will not proceed. The remainder of the extracted
heat is available as work."

Similarly summarize the essential logic of the theorem in the case in which the
final state of the subsystem has larger energy and larger entropy than the initial
state.

4.5-t. If S, < S, and U, > U, does this imply that the delivered work is
negative? Prove your assertion assuming the reversible heat source to be a thermal
reservoir.

Does postulate III, which states that S is a monotonically increasing function
of U, disbar the conditions assumed here? Explain.
4.5-9. Two identical bodies each have constant and equal heat capacities (c, :
Cz: C, a constant). In addition a reversible work source is available. The initial
temperatures of the two bodies are Tro and r*. what is the maximum work that
can be delivered to the reversible work source, leaving the two bodies in thermal
equilibrium? what is the coresponding equilibrium temperature? Is this the
minimum attainable equilibrium temperature, and if so, why? what is the
maximum attainable equilibrium temperature?

For C : 8I/K, Tro : 100oC and T^: 0"C calculate the maximum delivered
work and the possible range of final equilibrium temperature.

Answer:
Tt^:46"C ?-* :  50'C

wmu: clrFi - ,, lr*1, : 62.2J
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4.5-10. Two identical bodies each have heat capacities (at constant volume) of
c ( r ) :  a / r

The initial temperatures are Tro and T2s, with 40 > Zro. The two bodies are to be
brought to thermal equilibrium with each other (maintaining both volumes
constant) while delivering as much work as possible to a reversible work source.
What is the final equilibrium temperature and what is the maximum work
delivered to the reversible work source?

Evaluate your answer f.or Tro: Tto and f.or Tro : 2Tt*

Answer:
W : aln(9/8) if T2s : 2Trc

4.5-11. Two bodies have heat capacities (at constant volume) of
C r :  a T
C z :  2 b f

The initial temperatures are Tro and T2s, with 40 > Tro. The two bodies are to be
brought to thermal equilibrium (maintaining both volumes constant) while de-
livering as much work as possible to a reversible work source. What is the final
equilibrium temperature and what is the (maximum) work delivered to the
reversible work source?

4.5-12. One mole of an ideal van der Waals fluid is contained in a cylinder fitted
with a piston. The initial temperature of the gas is { and the initial volume is u,.
A reversible heat source with a constant heat capacity C and with an initial
temperature 7i, is available. The gas is to be compressed to a volume of ut and
brought into thermal equilibrium with the reversible heat source. What is the
maximum work that can be delivered to the reversible work source and what is
the final temperature?

Answer:

f / r , - a \ ^  ^  l t ' l ( c R + c )r , : l l - l  i i "^ro l'  
l \ u y - o J  I

4.5-13. A system has a temperature-independent heat capacity C. The system is
initially at temperature { and a heat reservoir is available, at temperature {
(with [ < {). Find the maximum work recoverable as the system is cooled to the
temperature of the reservoir.

4.5-14. If the temperature of the atmosphere is 5oC on a winter day and if 1 kg of
water at 90"C is available, how much work can be obtained as the water is cooled
to the ambient temperature? Assume that the volume of the water is constant, and
assume that the molar heat capacity at constant volume is75 J/mole K and is
independent of temperature.

Answer:
45 x 103J
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4.5-15. A rigid cylinder contains an internal adiabatic piston separating it into
two chambers, of volumes I/10 and Vro. The first chamber contains one mole of a
monatomic ideal gas at temperature ?ro. The second chamber contains one mole
of a simple diatomic ideal gas (c : 5/2) at temperature T2s.In addition a thermal
reservoir at temperature I is available. What is the maximum work that can be
delivered to a reversible work source, and what are the corresponding volumes
and temperatures of the two subsystems?

4.5-16. Each of three identical bodies has a temperature-independent heat capac-
ity C. The three bodies have initial temperatures 7, > T, > Tr. What is the
maximum amount of work that can be extracted leaving the three bodies at a
common final temperature?

4.5-17. Each of two bodies has a hgat capacity given by

C : A + 2 B T
where A : 8 J/K and B :2 x I0-z J/K?. If the bodies are initially at
temperatures of 200 K and 400 K, and if a reversible work source is available,
what is the minimum final common temperature to which the two bodies can be
brought? If no work can be extracted from the reversible work source what is the
maximum final common temperature to which the two bodies can be brought?
What is the maximum amount of work that can be transferred to the reversible
work source?

Answer:
T^rn: 293K

45-18. A particular system has the equations of state

T : As/ur/z and P : T2/4A,L/2

where,4 is a constant. One mole of this system is initially at a temperature ?, and
volume Zr. It is desired to cool the system to a temperature T, while compressing
it to volume Vz (Tz < TiVz. Vr). A second system is available. It is initially at a
temperature T, (7,. Tr). Its volume is kept constant throughout, and its heat
capacity is

Cr: 37ttz (B : constant)

What is the minimum amount of work that must be supplied by an external agent
to accomplish this goal?

4.5-19. A particular type of system obeys the equations

and  P :  auT

where a and b are constants. Two such systems, each of I mole, are initially at
temperatures Z, and ?i (with T, > Tr) and each has a volume uo. The systems are
to be brought to a common temperature f, with each at the same final volume ur.
The process is to be such as to deliver maximum work to a reversible work source.

u
t : b

ii
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a) What is the final temperature 7}?
b) How much work can be deliverLd? Express the result in terms of Ty,T2,us,uy,
and the constants a and b.
4.5-20. Suppose that we have a system in some initial state (we may think of a
tank of hot, compressed gas as an example) and we wish to use it as a source of
work. Practical considerations require that the system be left finally at atmo-
spheric temperature and pressure, in equilibrium with the ambient atmosphere.
Show, first, that the system does work on the atmosphere, and that the work
actually available for useful purposes is therefore less than that calculated by a
straightforward application of the maximum work theorem. In engineering
padance this net available work is called the "availability".
a) Show that the availability is given by

Availability: (Uo + por^Vo - ?",_So) -(4+ pu^Vt- 4,_+)
where the subscript / denotes the final state, in which the pressure is Pu,- and the
temperature ir ?i,-.
D) If the original system were to undergo an internal chemical reaction during the
process considered, would that invalidate this formula for the availability?
4.5-21. An antarctic meteorological station suddenly loses all of its fuel. It has N
moles of an inert "ideal van der Waals fluid" at a high temperature T^ and a high
pressure Pr. The (constant) temperature of the environment is 7o and the
atmospheric pressure is Po. If operation of the station requires a continuous
power 9, what is the longest conceivable time, /.o, that the station can operate?
Calculate /-* in terms of T1,,Ts, Pp Pe,9, N and the van der Waals constants a,
b. and c.

Note that this is a problem in availability, as defined and discussed in Problem
4.5-20.In giving the solution it is not required that the molar volume u^be solved
explicitly in terms of Q and P1; it is sufficient simply to designate it as uo(Tr, P^)
and similarly for uo(?i, Po).
4.5-22. A "geothermal" power source is available to drive an oxygen production
plant. The geothermal source is simply a well containing 103 m3 of water, initially
at 100oC; nearby there is a huge ("infinite") lake at 5oC. The oxygen is to be
separated from air, the separation being carried out at I atm of pressure and at
20"C. Assume air to be ] oxygen and f nitrogen (in mole fractions), and assume
that it can be treated as a mixture of ideal gases. How many moles of O, can be
produced in principle (i.e., assuming perfect thermodynamic efficiency) before
exhausting the power source?

4.6 COEFFICIENTS OF ENGINE,
REFRIGERATOR, AND HEAT PUMP PERFORMANCE

As we saw in equations 4.6 and 4.7, in an infinitesimal reversible
process involving a "hot" subsystem, a "cold" reversible heat source, and a
reversible work source

(dQo + dw) + dQ" + dwpnor: 0 (4.14)
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d s h + f t : o (4.1s)

where we now indicate the "hot" system by the subscript /r and the
"cold" reversible heat source by the subscript c. In such a process the
delivered work dW**, it algebraically maximum. This fact leads to
criteria for the operation of various types of useful devices.

The most immediately evident system of interest is a thermodynamic
engine. Here the "hot subsystem" may be a furnace or a steam boiler,
wliereas the "cold" reversible heat source may be the ambient atmosphere
or, for alarge power plant, a river or lake. The measure of performance is
the fraction oi ttre heat (-dQn\ withdrawn2 from the hot system that
is converted to work dW**s. Taking dWn:O in equation 4.14 (it is
simply additive to the delivered work in equation 4.9) we find the
thermodynamic engine fficiency e".

dW**"
(4.16)€ " :

( -  dQ^)

The relationship of the various energy exchanges is indicated inFig.4.6a.
For a subsystem of given temperature To, the thermodynamic engine

efficiency increases as d decreases. That is, the lower the temperature of
the cold system (to which heat is delivered), the higher the engine
efficiency. The maximum possible efficiency, E": l, occurs if the tempera-
ture of the cold heat source is equal to zero. If a reservoir at zero
temperature were available as a heat repository, heat could be freely and

, fully converted into work (and the world "energy shortage" would not
-/ exist!3).

A refrigerator is simply a thermodynamic engine operated in reverse
Gig. a.7b). The purpose of the device is to extract heat from the cold
system and, with the input of the minimum amount of work, to eject that
heat into the comparatively hot ambient atmosphere. Equations 4.14 and

2 The problem of signs may be confusing. Throughout this book the symbols W and Q, or dW and

dQ,indicate work and heat inputs. Heat withdrawn from a system is (-O) or (-dQ) Thus if 5 J are

withdrawn from the hot subsystem we would write that the heat withdrawn is ( - Or) : 5 J, whereas

Qo,theheatinput,wolld be - 5 J. For clarity in this chapterwe use the parentheses to serve as a

reminder that ( - Qr) is to be considered as a positive quantity in the particular example being

discussed.
3Tbe energy shortage is, in any case, a misnomer. Energy is conserved! The shortage is one of

"entropy sinks"-of systems of low entropy. Given such systems we could bargain with nature,

offering to allow the entropy of such a system to increase (as by allowing a hydrocarbon to oxidize, or

heat to flow to a low temperature sink, or a gas to expand) if useful tasks were simultaneously done

There is only a "neg-entropy" shortage!
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FIGURE 4.5

Engine, refrigerator, and heat pump. In this diagram dW=dWaws

4.15 remain true, but the coeficient of refrigerator performar?ce represents
the appropriate criterion for this device-the ratio of the heat removed
from the refrigerator (the cold system) to the work that must be purchased
from the power company. That is

(4.77)

If the temperatures f, and T, are equal, the coefficient of refrigerator
performance becomes infinite: no work is then required to transfer heat
from one system to the other. The coefficient of performance becomes
progressively smaller as the temperature d decreases relative to To. And if

dw: (L -T"tT^) (_ dQn)
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the temperatvre Tc approaches zero, the coemcient of performance also
approaches zelo (assuming To fixed). It therefore requires huge amounts
ol-work to extract even trivially small quantities of heat from a system
near d:  0 .

We now turn our attention to the heat pump. In this case we are

back of the refrigerator.
The cofficient of heat pump performance e, is the ratio of the heat

delivered to the hoi system to ihe work extractdd from the reversible work
source.

T o -  T ,
(4 .18)

PROBLEMS

4.6-1. A temperature of 0.001 K is accessible in low temperature laboratories with
moderate effort. If the price of energy purchased from the electric utility company
is 150/kW h what would be the minimum cost of extraction of one watt-hour of
heat from a system at 0.001 K? The "warm reseryoir" is the ambient atmosphere
at 300 K.

Answer:
$4s

4.6-2. A home is to be maintained at 70oF, and the external temperature is 50"F.

One method of heating the home is to purchase work from the power company

and to convert it directly into heat: This is the method used in common electric

room heaters. Alternatively, the purchased work can be used to operate a heat

pump. What is the ratio of the costs if the heat pump attains the ideal thermody-

namic coefficient of performance?

4.6-3. A household refrigerator is maintained at a temperature of 35"F. Every

time the door is opened, warm material is placed inside, introducing an average of

50 kcal, but making only a small change in the temperature of the refrigerator.

Th
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The door is opened 15 times a day, and the refrigerator operates at 15% of the
ideal coefficient of performance. The cost of work is 150/kW h. What is the
monthly bill for operating this refrigerator?

4.6-4. Heat is extracted from a bath of liquid helium at a temperature of 4.2 K.
The high-temperature reservoir is a bath of liquid nitrogen at a temperature of
77.3 K. How many Joules of heat are introduced into the nitrogen bath for each
Joule extracted from the helium bath?

4.6-5. Assume that a particular body has the equation of state U : NCT with
NC:I0 J/K and assume that this equation of state is valid throughout the
temperature range from 0.5 K to room temperature. How much work must be
expended to cool this body from room temperature (300 K) to 0.5 K, using the
ambient atmosphere as the hot reservoir?

Answer:
t6.2kJ.

4.6-6. One mole of a monatomic ideal gas is allowed to expand isothermally from
an initial volume of 10 fiters to a final volume of 15 liters, the temperature being
maintained at 400 K. The work delivered is used to drive a thermodynamic
refrigerator operating between reservoirs of temperatures 200 and 300 K. What is
the maximum amount of heat withdrawn from the low-temperature reservoir?

4.6-7. Give a "constructive solution" of Example 2 of Section 4.1. Your solution
may be based on the following procedure for achieving maximum temperature of
the hot body. A thermodynamic engine is operated between the two cooler
bodies, extracting work until the two cooler bodies reach a common temperature.
This work is then used as the input to a heat pump, extracting heat from the
cooler pair and heating the hot body. Show that this procedure leads to the same
result as was obtained in the example.

4.6-8. Assume that 1 mole of an ideal van der Waals fluid is expanded isother-
mally, at temperature 71,. from an initial volume V, to a final volume Zr. A
thermal reservoir at temperature I is available. Apply equation 4.9 to a differen-
tial process and integrate to calculate the work delivered to a reversible work
source. Corroborate by overall energy and entropy conservation.
.Efint: Remember to add the direct work transfer P dV to obtain the total work
delivered to the reversible work source (as in equation 4.9).

4.6-9. Two moles of a monatomic ideal gas are to be taken from an initial state
(P,,V,) to a final state (P, : B2Pi,Vl: Vi/B\, where B is a constant. A reversible
work source and a thermal reservoir of temperatute T" ate available. Find the
maximum work that can be delivered to the reversible work source.

Given values of B, P, and ?", for what values of V, is the maximum delivered
work positive?

4.6-10. Assume the process in Problem 4.6-9 to occur along the locus P : BlV2,
where B : PI?.Apply the thermodynamic engine efficiency to a differential
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process and integrate to corroborate the result obtained in Problem 4.6'9. Recall

the hint given in Problem 4.6-8.

4.6-ll. Assume the process in Problem 4.6-9 to occur along a straight-line locus
in the T-V plane. Integrate along this locus and again corroborate the results of
Problems 4.6-9 arfi 4.6-10.

t
l y

T1

T c

4.7 THE CARNOT CYCLE

Throughout this chapter we have given little attention to spectfic
processea, purposefully stressing that the delivery of maximum wolk is a
general attribute of. all reversible processes. It is useful nevertheless to
ionsider briefly one particular type of process-the "Carnot cycle"-both
because it elucidates certain general features and because this process has i
played a critically important role in the historical development of thermo-
dynamic theory.

A system is to be taken from a particular initial state to a given final
state while exchanging heat and work with reversible heat and work \
sources. To describe a pafiicular process it is not sufficient merely to \
describe the path of the system in its thermodynamic configuration \
space. The critical features of the Process concern the manner in which the \

ixtracted heat and work are conueyed to the reuersible heat and work I
sources. For that purpose auxiliary systems may be ernployed. The aux-
iliary systems are the "tool" or "devices" used to accomplish the task at
hand, or, in a common terminology, they constitute the physical engines
by which the process is effected.

Any thermodynamic system-a gas in a cylinder and piston, a magnetic
substance in a controllable magnetic field, or certain chemical
systemS-canbeemployedastheauxil iarysystem.It isonlyrequiredthat
the auxiliary system be restored, at the end of the process, to its initial
state;theauxil iarysyStemmustnotenterintotheouerallenerg)orentropy
accounting. It is this cyclic nature of the process within the auxiliary
system that is reflected in the name of the Carnot "cycle."- 

For clarity we temporarily assume that the primary system and the
reversible heat source are each thermal reservoirs, the primary System
being a "hot reservoir" and the reversible heat source being a "cold
reservoir"; this restriction merely permits us to consider finite heat and
work transfers rather than infinitesimal transfers.

The Carnot cycle is accomplished in four steps, and the changes of the
temperature and the entropy of the auxiliary system are plotted for each
of these steps in Fig.4.7.

1. The auxiliary system, originally at the same temperature as the
primary system (the hot reservoir), is placed in contact with that reservoir
lnd with the reversible work source. The auxiliary system is then caused
to undergo an isothermal process by changing some convenient extensive
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FIGURE4.7  

s+  v+

The z-s and P-v diagrams for the auxiliary system in the Carnot cycle.

V +
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The Carnot cycle can be represented on any of a number of other
diagrams, such as a P-V diagram or a T-V diagram. The representation
on a P - I/ diagram is indicated in Fig. 4.7 . The precise form of the curve
BC, representing the dependence of P on V in an adiabatic (isentropic)
procesi, would follow from the equation of state P : P(S,VN) of the
auxiliary system.

If the hot and cold systems are merely reversible heat sources, rather
than reservoirs, the Carnot cycle must be carried out in infinitesimal steps.
The heat withdrawn from the primary (hot) system in process I is then
TrdS rather than 4 A,S, and similarly for the other steps. There is clearly
no difference in the essential results, although To and T, ane continually
changing variables and the net evaluation of the process requires an
integration over the differential steps.

It should be noted that real engines never attain ideal thermodynamic
efficiency. Because of mechanical friction, and because they cannot be
operated so slowly as to be truly quasi-static, they seldom attain more
than 30 or 40% thermodynamic efficiency. Nevertheless, the upper limit on
the efficiency, set by basic thermodynamic principles, is an important
factor in engineering design. There are other factors as well, to which we
shall return in Section 4.9.

Example
N moles of a monatomic ideal gas are to be employed as the auxiliary system in a
Carnot cycle. The ideal gas is initially in contact with the hot reservoir, and in the
first stage of the cycle it is expanded from volume Z, to volume V".a Calculate
the work and heat transfers in each of the four steps of the cycle, in terms of f,,
7", Vp VB, and N. Directly corroborate that the efficiency of the cycle is the
Carnot efficiency.

Solution
The data are given in terms of T and Z; we therefore express the entropy and
energy as functions of. T, V, and N.

s: Ns^ + runhl 
r:/:vNo\

" 
\ T;/ 'VIN J

and

u: lNRr
Then in the isothermal expansion at temperature 7,,

ASr" :  Se and AUrr: 0

4|rote that in this example quantities such as U, S, Y, Q refer to the auxiliary system rather than to

the "primary system" (the hot reservoir).

- s,, : "^"(f )
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whence

Q,ta : Tl,LSou: N Rzrrlr, +\
V A  J

and

w,tp: - NRrf"(z)

In the second step of the cycle the gas is expanded adiabatically until the
temperature falls to T,,the volume meanwhile increasing to V.. From the equation
for S, we see that fiV: constant, and

Vr:  Vr(+\ t "
\  r "  I

and

Qac: 0 Wnc: LU :  ZNR(T" -  rh)

In the third step the gas is isothermally compressed to a volume Zr. This
volume must be such that it lies on the same adiabat as Z, (see Fig. 4.7), so that

vo: ve(+\" '"  ^ \ t " l

Then, as in step 1,

e c p :rundrnf +\ : N Rr,h( +\
V c l  \ V e l

and

wcp: - NRrlr(+)
\ r B l

Finally, in the adiabatic compression

Q o e : 0

and

Woe: (Jo,t: lNR(Th - T,\

From these results we obtain

W : W n r * W n c + W c D +

and
-w/Qen:  (To-  T , ) /T^

which is the expected Carnot efficiency.

Wo,t: -NR(f,, - ,,)r"(2)
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PROBLEMS

4.7-1. Repeat the calculation of Example 5 assuming the "working substance" of

the auxiliary system to be 1 mole of an ideal van der Waals fluid rather than of a

monatomic ideal gas (recall Section 3.5).

4.7-2. Calculate the work and heat transfers in each stage of the Carnot cycle for

the auxiliary system being an "empty" cylinder (containing only electromagnetic

radiation). ihe first step of the cycle is again specified to be an expansion fromVn

to VB. All results are to be expressed in terms of V1, Vs, Tn, and T- Show that the

ratio of the total work transfer to the first-stage heat transfer agrees with the

Carnot efficiency.

this context.

4.7-4. The fundamental equation of a particular fluid is UNiIfi : l(S - R)3

where A:2 x 10-2 1f3mi7137. Two moles of this fluid are used as the

auxiliary system in a Carnot cycle, operating between two thermal reservoirs at

t"*pr.utui" 100oC and OoC. In the first isothermal expansion 106 J is extracted

from the high-temperature reservoir. Find the heat transfer and the work transfer

for each of the four processes in the Carnot cycle.
Calculate the efficiency of the cycle directly from the work and heat transfers

just computed. Does this efficiency agree with the theoretical Carnot efficiency?

nnt: Cirnot cycle problems generally are best discussed in terms of a 7-S

diagram for the auxiliary system.

4.7-5. One mole of the "simple paramagnetic model system" of equation 3.66 is

to be used as the auxiliary system of a Carnot cycle operating between reservoirs

of temperature Tn and ?". The auxiliary system initially has a magnetic moment 1,

and is at temperature To. By decreasing the external field while the system is in

contact with ihe high temperature reservoir, a quantity of heat Q, is absorbed

from the reservoir; the system meanwhile does work (- Wt) on the reversible

work source (i.e., on the external system that creates the magnetic field and

thereby induces the magnetic moment). Describe each step in the Carnot cycle

and calculate the work and heat transfer in each step, expressing each in terms of

To,7,, Qr,and the parameters ?o and 16 appearing in the fundamental equation.

4.7-6. Repeat Problem 4.7-4 using the "rubber band" model of Section 3.7 as the

auxiliary system.
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4-8 MEASURABILITY OF THE
TEMPERATURE AND OF THE ENTROPY

The Carnot cycle not only illustrates the general principle of reversible
processes as maximum work processes, but it provides us with an oper-
ational method for measurements of temperature. We recall that the
entropy was introduced merely as an abstract function, the maxima of
which determine the equilibrium states. The temperature was then defined
in terms of a partial derivative of this function. It is clear that such a
definition does not provide a direct recipe for an operational measurement
of the temperature and that it is necessary therefore for such a procedure
to be formulated explicitly.

In our discussion of the efficiency of thermodynamic engines we have
seen that the efficiency of an engine working by reversible processes
between two systems, of temperatures T, and 7,, is

t " :  I  -  T , /Tn (4.1e)

The thermodynamic engine efficiency is deflned in terms of fluxes of heat
and work and is consequently operationally measurable. Thus a Carnot
cycle provides us with an operational method of measuring the ratio of
two temperatures.

Unfortunately, real processes are never truly quasi-static, so that real
engines never quite exhibit the theoretical engine efficiency. Therefore, the
ratio of two given temperatures must actually be determined in terms of
the limiting maximum efficiency of all real engines, but this is a difficulty
of practice rather than of principle.

The statement that the ratio of temperatures is a measurable quantity is
tantamount to the statement that the scale of temperature is determined
within an arbitrary multiplicative constant. The temperature of some
arbitrarily chosen standard system may be assigned at will, and the
temperatures of all other systems are then uniquely determined, with
values directly proportional to the chosen temperature of the fiducial
system.

The choice of a standard system, and the arbitrary assignment of some
definite temperature to it, has been discussed in Section 2.6.We recall that
the assignment of the number 273.16 to a system of ice, water, and vapor
in mutual equilibrium leads to the absolute Kelvin scale of temperature. A
Carnot cycle operating between this system and another system de-
termines the ratio of the second temperature to 273.16 K and conse-
quently determines the second temperature on the absolute Kelvin scale.

Having demonstrated that the temperature is operationally measurable
we are able almost trivially to corroborate that the entropy too is measur-
able. The ability to measure the entropy underlies the utility of the entire
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thermodynamic formalism. It is also of particular interest because of the
somewhat abstract nature of the entropy concept.

The method of measurement to be described yields only entropy
differences, or relative entropies-these differences are then converted to
absolute entropies by Postulate IV-the "Nernst postulate" (Section
1.10).

Consider a reversible process in a composite system, of which the
system of interest is a subsystem. The subsystem is taken from some
reference state ( 7i, Po) to the state of interest (Tr, Pt) by some path in the
T-P plane. The change in entropy is

(4.22)

Equation 4.21 follows from the elementary identity A.22 of Appendix A.
Equation 4.22 is less obvious, though the general methods to be developed
in Chapter 7 will reduce such transformations to a straightforward proce-
dure; an elementary but relatively cumbersome procedure is suggested in
Problem 4.8-1.

Now each of the factors in the integrand is directly measurable; the
factor (AP/AT)s requires only a measurement of pressure and tempera-
ture changes for a system enclosed by an adiabatic wall. Thus, the entropy
difference of the two arbitrary states (4,, Po) and (It, Pt) is obtainable by
numerical integration of measurable data.

PROBLEMS

4.8-1. To corroborate equation 4.22 show that
I  aP \  |  a r \
I a , / , :  

- \ u ) ,

First consider the right-hand side, and write generally that

d T : u , , d s + u u " d u

so that

,  u  r u
I  U u r :  - U s s -  t  U u s

t s u

s, - so: ff; ' [( #) "dr 
+(#),*] szo)

:  I , : :J#),[ -(#),0,*o,l @21)

: I,::,' ::' (-'")l- (#), o' * o'f

,""(#)"(#),:
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Similarly show that (K)r: usstrvu/usu- uso, establishing the requirecl iden-

tity.

4.9 OTHER CRITERIA OF ENGINE PERFORMANCE;
POWER OUTPUT AND *ENDOREVERSIBLE ENGINES''

As we frave remarked earlier, maximum efficiency is not necessarily the
primary doncern in design of a real engine. Power output, simplicity, low
initial cost, and various other considerations are also of importance, and,
of course, these are generally in conflict. An informative perspective on
the criteria of real engine performance is afforded by the "endoreversible
engine problem."s

Let us suppose once again that two thermal reservoirs exist, at tempera-
tures ?, and 7,, and that we wish to remove heat from the high
temperature reservoir, delivering work to a reversible work source. We
now know that the maximum possible efficiency is obtained by any
reversible engine. However, considerations of the operation of such an
engirte immediately reveals that its power output (work delivered per unit
time) is atrocious. Consider the very first stage of the process, in which
heat is transferred to the system from the hot reservoir. If the working
fluid of the engine is at the same temperature as the reservoir no heat will
flow; whereas if it is at a lower temperature the heat flow process (and
hence the entire cycle) becomes irreversible. In the Carnot engine the
temperature difference is made "infinitely small," resulting in an "in-
finitely slow" process and an "infinitely small" power output.

To obtain a nonzero power output the extraction of heat from the high
temperature reservoir and the insertion of heat into the low temperature
reservoir must each be done irreversibly.

An endoreuersible engine !s defined as one in which the two processes of
heat transfer (from arid toothe heat reservoirs) are the only irreversible
processes in the cycle.

To analyze such an engine we assume, as usual, a high temperature
thermal reservoir at temperature Tp a low temperature thermal reservoir
at temperature 4, and a reversible work source. We assume the isothermal
strokes of the engine cycle to be at 7i (w designating "warm") and, T, (t
designating "tepid"), with 4 > Tn> T,> 7,. Thus heat flows from the
high temperature reservoir to the working fluid across a temperature
difference of. T^ - Tn, as indicated schematically in Fig. 4.8. Similarly, in
the heat rejection stroke of the cycle the heat flows across the temperature
difference Tt - 7".

5F. L. Curzon and B. Ahlborn, Amer. I. Phys.43,22 (1975). See also M. H. Rubin, phys. Reo.
Al9, L272 and' L279 (1979) (aad references therein) for a sophisticated analysis and for further
generalization of the theorem.
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s -->

FIGURE 4.8

The endoreversible engine cycle.

Let us now suppose that the rate of heat flow from the high temperature
reservoir to the system is proportional to the temperature difference
To - T*. If r, is the time required to transfer an amount Qn of energy,
then

+ : o h  ( T o - r . ) (4.23)

where o, is the conductance (the product of the thermal conductivity
times the area divided by the thickness of the wall between the hot
reservoir and the working fluid). A similar law holds for the rate of heat
flow to the col{ reservoir. Therefore the time required for the two
isothermal strokes of the engine is

(4.24)

We assume the time required for the two adiabatic strokes of the engine to
be negligible relative to (t,, + t 

"), 
as these times are limited by relatively

rapid relaxation times within the working fluid itself. Furthermore the
relaxation times within the working fluid can be shortened by appropriate
design of the piston and cylinder dimensions, internal baffies, and the like.

Now 2r,, Q", and the delivered work W are related by the Carnot
efficiency of an engine working between the temperatures T. and 4, so
that equation 4.24 becomes

t : tn* ' t , :  +++,.  i&

, : l+ T+T # . L r+,. _,-L,], @ zs)
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The power output of the engine is W/t, and this quantity is to be
maximized with respect to the two as yet undetermined temperatures {,
and 7,. The optimum intermediate temperatures are then found to be

\ :  , (T^ ) ' / '  T , :  , (7 , ) t / '

c : lGoro\'/' + (o"7")L/21

[o]/2 a srrzl

(4.26)

(4.27\

and the optimum power delivered by the engine is

(4.2s)
i

Let e.* denote the efficiency of such an "endoreversible engine maxi-
mized for power"; for which we find

r..p L - (7"77^)'/' (4.2e)

Remarkably, the engine efficiency is not dependent on the conductances
on and o"l.

Large power plants are evidently operated close to the criterion for
maximum power gutput, as Curzon and Ahlborn demonstrate by data on
three power plants, as shown in Table 4.1.

TABLE 4.I
Efficiencies of Power Plants as C.ompared with the Carnot Efficiency and with
the Efficiency of an Endoreversible Engine Maximized for Power Output (r.r)."

power : (+)^*: r*"15

Power Plant
f " T h € e

('C) ('C) (Carnot) e",p (obserued)

West Thurrock (U.K.) coal fired steam plant

CANDU (Canada) PlfW nuclear reactor

Larderello (Italy) geothermal steam plant

- 25 565 0.64
- 25 300 0.48

80 250 0.32

0.40 0.36
0.28 0.30
0.175 0.16

" From Curzon and Ahlbom.

PROBLEMS

4.9-1. Show that the efficiency of an endoreversible engine, maximized for power
output, is always less than €cmot. Plot the former efficiency as a function of the
Carnot efficiency.
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4.9-2. Suppose the conductance on (: o") to be such that 1 kW is transferred to
the system (as heat flux) if its temperature is 50 K below that of the high
temperature reservoir. Assuming ?, : 800 K and 4 : 300 K, calculate the
maximum power obtainable from an endoreversible engine, and find the tempera-
tures Q and T, for which such an engine should be designed.

4.9-3. Consider an endoreversible engine for which the high temperature reservoir
is boiling water (100"C) and the cold reservoir is at room temperature (taken as
20"C). Assuming the engine is operated at maximum power, what is the ratio of
the amount of heat withdrawn from the high temperature reservoir (per kilowatt
hour of delivered work) to that withdralvn by a Carnot engine? How much heat is
withdrawn by each engine per kilowatt hour of delivered work?

Answer:
Ratio : 1.9

4.9-4. Assume that one cycle of the engine of Problem 4.9-3 takes 20 s and that
the conductance oh: o":100 W/K. How much work is delivered per cycle?
Assuming the "control volume".(i.e., the auxiliary system) is a gas, driven through
a Carnot cycle, plot a 7-S diagram of the gas during the cycle. Indicate
numerical values for each vertex of the diagram (note that one value of the
entropy can be assigned arbitrarily).

4.10 OTHER CYCLIC PROCESSES

In addition to Carnot and endoreversible engines, various other engines
are of interest as they conform more or less closely to the actual operation
of commonplace practical engines.

The Otto cycle (or, more precisely, the "air-standard Otto cycle") is a
rough approximation to the operation of a gasoline engine. The cycle is
shown in Fig. 4.9 in a V-S diagram. The working fluid (a mixture of air
and gasoline vapor in the gasoline engine) is first compressed adiabatically

FIGURE 4,9

The Otto cycle.
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(A - B). It is then heated at constant volume (B - C); this step crudely
describes the combustion of the gasoline in the gasoline engine. In the
third step of the cycle the working fluid is expanded adiabatically in the
"power stroke" (C --+ D). Finally the working fluid is cooled isochorically
to its initial state ,4.

In a real gasoline engine the working fluid chemically reacts ("burns")
during the process B -- C; so that its mole number changes-an effect
not represented in the Otto cycle. Furthermore the initial adiabatic
compression is not quasi-static and therefore is certainly not isentropic.
Nevertheless the idealized air-standard Otto cycle does provide a rough
perspective for the analysis of gasoline engines.

In contrast to the Carnot cycle, the absorption of heat in step B '-+ C of
the idealized Otto cycle does not occur at constant temperature. Therefore
the ideal engine efficiency is different for each infinitesimal step, and the
over-all efficiency of the cycle must be computed by integration of
the.,Carnot efficiency pver the changing temperature. It follows that the
efficiency of the Otto cycle depends upon the particular properties of the
working fluid. It is left to the reader to corroborate that for an ideal gas
with temperature independent heat capacities, the Otto cycle efficiency is

(4.30)

The ratio Vn/V" is called the compression ratio of the engine.
The Brayton or Joule cycle consists of two isentropic and two isobaric

steps. It is shown on a P-,S diagram in Fig. 4.10. In a working engine air
(and fuel) is compressed adiabatically (A -- B), heated by fuel combus-
tion at constant pressure (B - C), expanded (C -- D), and rejected to
the atmosphere. The process D -+ A occurs outside the engine, and a
fresh charge of air is taken in to repeat the cycle. If the working gas is an
ideal gas, with temperature independent heat capacities, the efficiency of a

FIGURE 410

The Bravton or Joule cvcle.

( c p -  c , )

l v ^ \  ,
t o t t o :  I  - l ; l

\ r,q J
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Brayton cycle is

(4.31)

T}ne air-standard diesel cycle consists of two isentropic processes, alter-
nating with isochoric and isobaric steps. The cycle is represented in Fig.
4.11. After compression of the air and fuel mixture (A -+ B), the fuel
combustion occurs at constant pressure (B - C). The gas is adiabatically
expanded (C - D) and then cooled at constant volume (D + A).

v,
V +

FIGURE 4.TT

The air-standaid diesel cycle.

PROBLEMS

4.10-1. Assuming that the working gas is a monatomic ideal gas, plot a 7-S
diagram for the Otto cycle.

4.lO-2. Assuming that the working gas is a simple ideal gas (with temperature
independent heat capacities), show that the engine efficiency of the Otto cycle is
given by equation 4.30.

4.10-3. Assuming that the working gas is a simple ideal gas (with temperature
independent heat capacities), show that the engine efficiency of the Brayton cycle
is given by equation 4.31.

4.lO-4. Assuming that the working gas is a monatomic ideal gas, plot a ?-S
diagram of the Brayton cycle.

4.10-5. Assuming that the working gas is a monatomic ideal gas, plot a I-S
diagram of the air-standard diesel cycle.

( c p - c , )

l P , \  " "E " : 7  - 1 "  I
V B I


